"This 40km drive embraces Esperance’s spectacular shores, sending you on an enchanting journey of tranquil bays, soaring cliffs and giant granite boulders strewn across the landscape…"

Samille Mitchell, Journalist
The Western Australian Travel
27/10/07
Esperance - Great Country Drive - 92km (approx)

Where do I Start?
1- Commence your journey with a visit to the Museum Village & Visitor Centre on Dempster Street. The Visitor Centre’s friendly staff will provide you with maps and extra information and how and when to start. Or just follow the numbers.

“"The Great Country Drive takes in tourist attractions, produce providers, countryside and natural hotspots. Such settings offer a more subtle beauty than the dramatic coastal scenery for which Esperance is renowned. They are the kind of pretty places where butterflies float on the breeze, birds flit through the trees and bushland comes alive with delicate spring wildflowers…”

Samille Mitchell, Journalist
The Western Australian Travel
27/10/07

NOTE: It is highly recommended to contact individual attractions to confirm opening times.
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